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Bull in a China strop 

• There’s been another decline in dairy prices at the auction overnight  

 

• A vexed mood among Chinese buyers has pushed prices lower over the last five auctions, but last 

night’s decline was actually driven by Fonterra shuffling the mix of whole milk powder on offer 

 

• We are still bullish on the dairy price outlook and retain our $9.50 per kgms forecast for 2021/22 and 

our $9.20 per kgms forecast for 2022/23 

Prices for most dairy products have 

fallen or trended sideways at the 

latest GDT overnight. With the 

exception of AMF, which eked out a 

small gain, prices for all product 

categories edged down by varying 

degrees. The WMP – which is obviously 

the big driver of our farmgate milk price 

forecast – fell by nearly 5%, which is a 

fair bit steeper than the 0-1% lift 

anticipated by the futures market.  

The WMP price index has now fallen 

18% over the last five auctions, with a 

stroppier mood in China the big culprit. 

The lengthy (and stringent) restrictions 

in Shanghai have seriously disrupted typical supply and consumption patterns, such that typical food purchasing 

habits were obstructed just as China experienced a temporary glut of WMP (as producers flexed production away 

from more-perishable fresh milk). Recent Chinese economic data have shown a big hit to activity, including a big 

11% yoy fall in retail spending – it’d be surprising not to see auction buyers get a bit vexed in that kind of 

environment. Officials have signalled some restrictions are set to ease soon in Shanghai, but others are coming into 

place over in Beijing, and the resultant supply chain disruption is likely to persist for some time.  

But this auction’s decline was partly a function of Fonterra shifting the product mix on offer, so it would be silly to 

panic. Fonterra substantially increased the maximum volume of instant WMP on offer, following on from very high 

Stream Product

% change in 

index since 

last event

Annual % 

change in 

index

Weighted 

Average 

Price US$/MT

Whole Milk Powder (WMP) -4.9% -5.4% 3,866

Skim Milk Powder (SMP) -0.6% 19.5% 3,773

Anhydrous Milk Fat (AMF) 0.6% 5.5% 6,668

Butter -1.0% 16.7% 5,868

Butter Milk Powder (BMP) 0.0% 0.0% 3,654

Cheese Cheddar -0.1% 35.9% 5,487

GDT Price Index -2.9% 5.8% n.a.
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ASB Fonterra ASB Fonterra

Milk Price* $9.50 $9.10-$9.50 $9.20 Watch this space

* per kg of milk solids (excluding dividend).  
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prices at the last handful of auctions. That, in turn, helped drive a big 

decline in instant WMP prices. On the other hand, regular grade 

WMP prices actually advanced this auction (see our graph opposite) 

in a positive sign they may be finding a floor. UHT WMP followed a 

similar pattern. 

Note that the average winning price for WMP actually increased at 

this auction (see our second graph below) – the fall in the price 

indices was simply a function of there now being a greater proportion 

of instant WMP sold. 

We’re still bullish on the price outlook – global supply remains very 

tight and demand is fairly robust. Recent economic data out of China 

have been soft and global growth forecasts have been revised down, 

but both China and the global economy more broadly are still in 

expansionary territory, and global dairy demand is still set to rise. 

As the NZX notes, non-Chinese regions have taken advantage of 

the recent softness in prices to increase their own volumes 

purchased. And as for many commodities, global dairy supply is 

still very, very tight, with no obvious signs of meeting that 

demand. Our base case is still that prices will recover some 

ground over the NZ winter. 

Beyond that, a lower Kiwi is giving a big lift to our forecast. NZD 

has struggled to get above 0.6400 over the past six weeks, which 

represents a pretty sizable underperformance on what we 

expected when we opened our 2022/23 forecast. Its weakness has 

largely offset the fall in prices over the past couple of months, 

given Fonterra is probably about midway through its hedging for 

the next season. 

We retain our $9.50 per kgms forecast for 2021/22 and our $9.20 per kgms forecast for 2022/23. Prices will move 

cyclically lower at some stage, but it’s anyone’s guess when that will happen – a sharp increase in supply doesn’t look 

imminent. 
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Disclaimer 

This document is published solely for informational purposes. It has been prepared without taking account of your objectives, financial situation, or 
needs. Before acting on the information in this document, you should consider the appropriateness and suitability of the information, having regard 
to your objectives, financial situation and needs, and, if necessary seek appropriate professional or financial advice.   

We believe that the information in this document is correct and any opinions, conclusions or recommendations are reasonably held or made, based 
on the information available at the time of its compilation, but no representation or warranty, either expressed or implied, is made or provided as 
to accuracy, reliability or completeness of any statement made in this document. Any opinions, conclusions or recommendations set forth in this 
document are subject to change without notice and may differ or be contrary to the opinions, conclusions or recommendations expressed 
elsewhere by ASB Bank Limited. We are under no obligation to, and do not, update or keep current the information contained in this document. 
Neither ASB nor any person involved in the preparation of this document accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of all or 
any part of this document.   

Any valuations, projections and forecasts contained in this document are based on a number of assumptions and estimates and are subject to 
contingencies and uncertainties. Different assumptions and estimates could result in materially different results. ASB does not represent or warrant 
that any of these valuations, projections or forecasts, or any of the underlying assumptions or estimates, will be met.   
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